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2. PHONOLOGY

In Otuho there are 'strong' and 'weak' contrasts in both

consonants and vowels which Interact in various phonological

processes, described in section 2.3. Consonants and vowels are

described in some detail in sections 2.1 and 2.2, respectively, as

background for the discussion oi 'strong' and 'weak' phoneme sets.

2.1. Consonants

2.1.1. Phonetic and Phonemic Charts

The consonant phones oi Otuho are displayed in Chart 1.2

Bila- Labio- Post- Alveolar Palatal Velar Glottal
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The voiceless velar stop /k/ contrasts with the voiced velar
stop /g/.

/k/ /akdr/ sheep (sg)

/g/ /asegcr/ small stool

In word final position the glottal stop /^/ contrasts with the
voiceless velar stop /k/,

/'?/ /Dbuxa'^/ a name
/k/ /5burak/ to catch red-handed

with /t/,
(also used as a name)

/'^/ /^moxD'^/ name
/t/ /5mDx3t/ a generous person

and with its absence -following both long and short vowels.

/V /aMaV teeth
/V:/ /ala:/ drying
/V /W^^/ to swell
A>\/ /5ye;/ dead
/V:/ /aire/ man

(See also below -for comment regarding the relat lonsh ip between
glottal stop and the velar/glottal -fricative and section 2,2.3 for
discussion o-f glottal stop in relation to vowels.)

Fr icat i ves

The voiceless bilabial fricative [^3, the voiced bilabial
fricative [&], the voiceless 1 abio-dental fricative [f], and the

voiced labio-dental fricative tv] fluctuate freely. For convenience,
/f/ is chosen to represent these fluctuating phones, although the

bilabial fricatives are in fact more common,

[]«[&] [a4u1 :]-[a&u1 :] /Xf 01 :/ groundnuts
(col lect i ve term)

[&]-[fi Ca&vm:uk]-[afun:uk] /afunruk/ wooden container
for pounding

[f l^'Ev] [a:f c]-[a:ve] /a:fe/ yes

/b/,

The labial fricative /f/ contrasts with the labial stops /p/ and

/f/ /afcxe/ spear

/p/ /ipcr/ bicycle

/f/ /afaral ;/ axe

/b/ /abal a/ a game

The voiceless grooved fricative /s/ contrasts with /\/^
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/»/ /*pw4»i/ to string from sidt to tide
/t/ /ifw:StX/ you Qo (pi)

Thf voicflttt alvfoUr fUt -fricative /•/ contrast* with /s/ in
all positions,

/«/ /eWiy cow or bull (general name)
/%/ /esOf)/ cattle

and with /t/ except in word final position (see section 2.3.1)

, / ^ / \

.

// /A^AxiV a variety of dura
/t/ /atSxTV night

The voiceless velar fricative Ix], the voiced velar fricative
[y], the voiceless glottal fricative [h], and the voiced glottal
fricative IR] fluctuate freely, /h/ will be taken to represent these
fluctuating phones.

[x)-(h] taxanl-tahanl /aharj/ . homestead
[ixani]^[ihanl] /ihanS/ today

Cxl-Iy) ticaxal-[icaya]
^ ^ /icaha/^ he returns

[y]'*[h] (Acoyono'^l'^Ucohuno^] /ncohuno'?/ it comes back
[hl'^CR] [fmuhG]«[imun01 /fmuhu/ let us cover

ourselves

/h/ contrasts with /k/ except word finally (see section 2.3.1),

/h/ /ahip/ birds
/k/ /iktr/ sheep (sg)

and with /g/.

/h/ /fmuhO/ let us cover ourselves
/g/ /Amugu/ granary

The allophones of /h/ are in complementary distribution with
/v. /V only occurs word finally, whereas /h/ only occurs in initial
and medial positions. Nevertheless, /V is not analyzed as an
altophone of /h/ since /k/ Is the ''strong' counterpart of /h/ (see
section 2.3.) and /V seems to be more closely related to the vowels
and suprasegmental phenomena than to consonants.

A^^ricate

The voiceless palatal grooved affricate /c/ contrasts with the
voiced palatal stop /^/,

/c/ /Acdhun3^/ It comes back

/y /aiD«3/ (I) sleep

and wi th /•/.

/c/ /acihi/ (he) returns

/«/ /5«aha/ (the pot) is on the fire
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There are two -flaps, /4/ and ///• They are both alveolar, /t/
being articulated with the tongue tip and /4/ with the tongue blade.

The voiced alveolar tongue-blade flap /4/ contrasts with /d/
except in word-final position <see section 2.3.1),

swal lowed

cloudy, about to rain
slowness in preparing one^s self

swallowed
digging stick

/4/
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Laterals

The voiced laterals /I i/ and /!/ are in contrast.

/I/ /il^V milk
/I:/ /51:e/ man

/I :/ contrasts with /r/,

/) :/ /Aliok/ a line or circle o-f hunters
/r/ /Arok/ to prepare or make a drum

and /!/ with /x/.

/I/ /alsV milk
/x/ /arxT/ water

Nasals

All -five nasals, /m/ /n/ /n;/ /p/ and /r)/, contrast with one

another

.

/m/ /a lama/ distant
/n/ /ama:na/ -field

/n/ /ama : n a/ field
/n:/ /i'fw:An:A/ come <3rd pi)

/n/ /Dhununa/ they transfer grain from one container
to another taking a handful of the

goods e.g. groundnuts
/p/ /Dhupuna/ blow your noses!

,^ *

/p/ /opi/ son

/r)/ [or)i:o] /orjiyo/ <he> is eating

/n/ /ah an a/ today
/f)/ iparja/ to prepare mud

Semi vowel

s

The semivowels /w:/, /y:/, /w/, /y/ are in contrast:

/w;/ /ew:ok/ to carry (something) on the head

/y :/ /ey :ok/ ear

to take/scoop (water)

glowing coals

have you carried it on your head?

have you scooped (some water)?

/w/
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/y:/ /ey:ol6»f/ SptCies of bUck-faced, yellow bird
which eats sorghum

/y/ /kyoio9\/ large white ant

2.1 .3. Distribution

In consonant clusters

The only consonant clusters permitted in native Otuho syllables
are C+S (semivowel). There appears to be no restriction on the
cooccurrence o-f consonants and semivowels; all consonants may be
followed by /w:/, /w/, /y:/ and /y/, except /?/ which does not
pattern with the consonants (see 2.2.3.). Examples with consonants
at the four distinctive positions of articulation follow.

Consonant w:/w y:/y

Labial: /omwanak/ to reserve /ynyin^/ to complain of recei-
ving an unfair share

Alveolar: /aOwaxi/ a funeral /Amody:?*?/ morning

Palatal: /6;fw!A«A/ a ritual /^iy:AXA/ you say/speak(sg)
cleansing

^ . J* ^

Velar: /okw:AhAru'^/ to fall down /oky:AmAy/ wrestling

/ogwana/ to consider /igyama/ working
less important

Consonant clusters in borrowed words are usually separated by a
vowel , for example

:

kursi (Arabic: 'chairO > /akuxus/ (Otuho: "chair')

Wi th in the word

Word initially

All consonants may occur word initially, since one form of the
noun drops the initial vowel leaving the consonant unchanged. For
example:

/ama:na/ > /ma:na/ fiel^

5ome words, namely kinship terms, time words, the greeting, and
quantifiers have an initial consonant even in *heir citation form.
Consonants occurring word initially in these forms are limited to the
following: /m/, /p/, /r)/, /t/, /d/, /9/ and /h/. Examples:

/mor)/ the greeting
/r)3l SrjSl©'?/ yesterday
/dii)/ all
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The vowel prtfiy /i/ in nouns is a remnant o-f the clt5* markers
/la-/ and /na-/. OccasJonaUx the old form of the word is still used,

/I/ and /n/ thus occurring word initially. They are also still used
when gender or size is emphasised: /la-/ -for masculine or small,

/na-/ ior feminine or large. For example:

/nimiini/ big field

/lama:na/ smal 1 field

Word medial 1y

All consonants may occur word medially between vowels. However,

only weak and neutral consonants may occur stem finally preceding a

suffix (see section 2.3.1). As has been described, the only

word-medial consonant clusters are consonant plus semivowel.

Uord f inal 1

y

All consonants may occur word finally except the following:

<i) Ueak consonants: /»/, /4/, /x/, /n/, /!/, /h/.

<ii) /p/, /c/ and /g/ have not been found word finally in words

of Otuho origin. Borrowed words ending in /g/ tend to be pronounced

in Otuho wi th a /k/.

(For distribution of the semivowels see consonant clusters above and

section 2.3.3.)

2.2. Vowels

2.2.1 Phonemic Chart

The vowel phonemes are displayed in Chart 3. Note that vowel

length is also contrastive.

+ATR -ATR

i u t u

e o « 3

CHART 3. Vowel Phonemes

2.2.2. Contrasts

As will be noted in Chart 3, Otuho vowels are arranged in two

groups, [+ATR] (Advanced Tongue Root) and t-ATRl. The latter tend to

sound more creaky than the [+ATR). Contrast exists between [ATRl and
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[-ATR] vowels of the same tongue body position, including some
examples of contrast between /a/ t+ATR] and /a/ t-ATR], a contrast
which is not considered to be important by native speakers. The
symbols used here for convenience reflect the traditional IPA
close-open phonetic quality rather thpin the [ATR] quality.

ATR contrast

/i/

/t/

/64ik/

/o4\k/

cloudy, about to rain

to endure

/e/
/e/

/eme x iV

/cmexT'^/

bell

gum

/a/
/a/

/okw:A/
/3kwa/

a part of a dance

to remove a thorn

/o/ /okud/
/Skud/

to bend
to surround

/u/
/u/

/emuhO/
/cmuhu'^/

let us cover ourselves
a species of bird

Heiot^t contrast

+ATR

/i/
/e/

/ / /

/imixi/
/emexi/

government
bell

/e/
/A/

/okwie/
/okw;A/

nickname for a fox

a part of a dance

/A/ /okwrA/
/o/ [er7b6kw:5''] /ire'' Tbokwio'^/

a part of a dance

something belonging to

hyenas

/o/
/u/

/ogolT/
/ogu 1 1/

they are difficult, strong

they turn

-ATR

/v/
/e/

/©fixe/
/emexT''/

stirring rod

gum

/e/
/a/

/ahep/
/ah am/

birds
fishes

/a/
/D/

/abarj/

/abDiy

afraid
wh i t i sh

/3/
/u/

/Djir/
/Djur/

to pass close by

to suck
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QihiL cjontr^^U

/5y:fl#/

/Dyil v/

a whirlwind

to cut 1 ightly

/o/ /6ho»T/ to eat something so'ft off a

bone or out of a hard shell

/\i/ /3hu»T/ they blow or they point

2.2.3. Length, Glottal Stop, and Phonetic Vowel Sequences

Long and short vowels contrast in Otuho as shown in the examples

below.

/a/ /aba la/
/a*vV

/e/ /eifiAV

/o/ /5«V
/«/ /a1 :c/

a game /ala;/

but ^V^V
sorghum /©:ma/
to beat 1 ightly /^s*^/
man /5ycj/

drying
people
fire
blood
dead

The glottal stop occurs only word finally but in that position

/V contrasts with its absence after both long and short vowels and

with /t/ and /k/ (see section 2.1.2). Although many native speakers

react to /VV as /Vj/, some of them are aware of the contrast. It

usually occurs in syllables on which there is a low tone on the vowel

and is probably historically related to tone. However, since the

analysis of tone is incomplete, /V is tentatively posited as a

phoneme with limited distribution which is more closely related to

the vowels and suprasegmental phenomena than to the consonant system.

The close relation between glottal stop and the vowels is seen in

vowel el ision between words. When lirg'^] in /Sri'^ Tb6kw:57/

'something belonging to hyenas' is pronounced in isolation, there is

a word final glottal stop but when the phrase is pronounced rapidly

the final vowel and the glottal stops are both elided. Such elision

does not occur in the the case of a vowel and any other consonant.

Combinations of non-high vowels are generally regarded by native

speakers of Otuho as two syllables, with an intervocalic /y/, if the

first vowel is long. For example:

[n«:-alv] oil is regarded as /n4yalv/.

Combinations of a phonetically long high vowel followed by a

non-high vowel are also regarded as /VyV/. For example:

torjMo] eating <3rd sg) is regarded as /dr)iyo/.

However, combinations of a phonetically short high vowel followed by

a non-high vowel within a single stem morpheme are interpreted as

/9V/. For example:

/4«wix{/ a funeral
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Combinations of short high uowels and short non-high v^ouiels across
morpheme boundaries or in a suf-fix are usually interpreted as a vowel
cluster. For example:

/Anex"fo/ fru i t-so.
/ / / \

^

/Anoxo-i'?/ string of beads-pi, i.e. strings of beads

Muratori <1938) lists 16 diphthongs, but they all contain a high
uowel </i/, /u/, / \/ or /u/) as the second element of the diphthong
and occur word finally. Since most other diphthongs have been ruled
out by the C+S pattern (see 2.1.3), and by the \>^%^^ pattern above, I

interpret word final high vowels following another vowel within the

same morpheme as consonants. s There are further reasons for this, as

outlined in section 2.3.3.

2.2.4. Distribution

A vowel harmony system operates in Otuho, in which each word
usually contains only C+ATR] vowels or [-ATR3 vowels, although there

are exceptions, especially in final syllables. (This will be further

described in the section 2.3.3.) Each vowel may occur word

initially, word medially and word finally.

2.3. Phonol OQ) cal Processes

2.3.1. Consonant Neutralisation

Neutral i sat ion occurs word f inal ly between strong and weak

consonants, except for strong and weak semivowels (c.f. 2.2.3). The

strong consonants are /t/, /d/, /k/, /n:/, /I:/ and /r/. In the case

of /t/ and /k/, their counterparts are the corresponding fricatives,

/§/ and /h/. For /d/, /n:/, /I:/ and /r/ the counterparts are the

short phonemes /4/, /n/, /I/ and /x/. As has been demonstrated, there

i.s contrast between the weak and strong counterparts word medially;

this contrast does not occur word finally. In a situation where the

weak phoneme might be expected word finally, the strong counterpart

occurs. Examples follow:

/t/ '*/ /IsAblt/ /k%lh\%Xi/ week/weeks
/k/ /h/ /AWAk/ /AWAhT/ want(3rd sg)/(they) want

/d/ /4/ /5miid/ /5mu4a/ roasted/roasting

/n :/ /n/ /hamin :/ /hamSne/ i n-1 aws/ i n-1 aw

/I:/ /I/ /akDl :/ /AkoljV gate/gates of stable

/r/ /x/ /aner/ /Arjex^o/ frui ts/frui t

Comparison of these examples with others given by Muratori shows

that, in fact, it is stem-final strong and weak consonants which are

neutralised. The strong consonants occur when no suffixes are added,

while only weak consonants occur before a suffix. Thus, strong and

weak consonants contrast word (and stem) initially, but they contrast

word medially only if the position is also stem medial. Neutral

consonants, of course, can occur in all positions except as indicated

in section 2.1.3.
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2.3.2« Vowel Harmony

Juftt at in the consonants, so in the vowels there is a double

system. The [+ATR] vowel phonemes are 'strong' or 'heavy'} the

I-ATRJ are 'weak' or 'light' (These are the terms used by native

speakers to describe the different vowel qualities.) The two groups
of vowels do not generally occur together in the same word. That iS|

each word usually contains strong vowels, or weak vowels, but not

both.

STRONG [+ATR] WEAK [-ATR)

/m*xf/
/5kw:A/
/okud/

bell

part of a dance

to bend
/3kwa/
/Dkud/

gum

to remove a thorn

to surround

The [ATRl feature often seems to be neutral ised word initially,

since it is difficult, for native speaker and linguist alike, to

state in which group the vowels occurring word initially belong, i.e.

whether they are 'strong' or 'weak'. The native speakers also claim

that there is little or no difference between the low vowels /a/ and

/a/, although a clear phonetic difference exists. This is most

pronounced when /a/ or /a/ follow a semivowel.

Ulhen affixes are added to a root, the whole word,

affix, generally contains vowels from only one set.

root and

/an 3X3/
/ / / \

/Anoxo-i^/
a string of beads

strings of beads

Muratori <1938), sets out tables of noun and verb prefixes. The

vowels in the prefix are determined by the vowels in the stem; in the

case of the verbs, he claims that it is the vowel after the first

consonant which determines the prefix. Thus, vowels of the other set

may occur later in the word. He cites, for example:

ixuk ni

(xuhStS \i\

I agree
you <p1) agree

However, on checking with present day speakers, it would seem

that the vowels in the first word of the second example above are

consistently [*ATR], that is,

/txuhoto tay/

(This example can also mean 'you have injected'.)

Clearly, a more detailed analysis of the vowel harmony system is

necessary.

The fact that 50 years ago Muratori was able to distinguish

between 'strong' and 'weak' vowels word initially suggests that Otuho

could be in the process of changing in this area. It has already been
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noted that /a/ and /a/ are not easily distinguished by native
speakers. In his paper on Niger Congo, Kwa, John Stewart (1971:203)
claims that the low vowels in a vowel harmony system are often the

first to be neutralised in this way. However, Yokwe and Hall suggest
that this neutralisation ''is not based on physiological mechanics but

is the result oi the interaction of phonological rules, which result

in surface neutralization^ (1981:62).

2.3.3. Semivowel Harmony

As has been seen in section 2.1.2, there are strong and weak
semivowels. Their distribution seems to be strongly influenced by the

vowel harmony system, as follows:

Intervocal ic bosi t ion

Both strong and weak semivowel phonemes occur between [^ATR]

vowels, and contrast in this position.

/w:/ /(wiohu iV:e/

/w/ /iwohu iy:e/

have you carried it on your head?

have you scooped some (water)?

No examples have yet been found of /w:/ or /y:/ occurring

between [-ATR1 vowels. This would seem to confirm Muratori's claim

that the strong semivowels occur almost exclusively with strong

vowels.

Following consonants

Following consonants it is ^evy clear that the strength of the

semivowel is determined by the vowel which follows it. That is, a

semivowel preceding a [-i^ATR] vowel is always strong, while preceding

a [-ATR] vowel it is always weak. In this position it is interpreted

as the second element of a consonant cluster.

/ok6:i^/

/5kwa/
/i^hy^AijA/

/ihi/ana/
/or)w:Ay:/

/Srjway/

a part of a dance

to remove a thorn

closed
to read
ill

mooing of cows

It will be noted that the strong semivowels /w:/ and /y:/, and

some weak semivowels carry a tone mark when they occur after another

consonant. This draws attention to the fact that in this position the

strong semivowel has a more vowel-1 ike qual ity than the weak

semivowel. The vowel following the weak semivowel sometimes has a

gliding tone. This might suggest that the sequence C+S+V (strong) is

two syllables, but on testing this hypothesis against native-speaker

intuition, it does not seem to be the case.
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Word ilMl BO^ittPn

H tht ttniivowelt were to conform to the consonant system, it

would be expected that only the strong phoneme could occur in word
final position. This is not the case. In this position the weak
semivowels usually follow t-ATR] vowels, and the strong semivowels
usually follow [4ATR1 vowels.

/or)6»Ayf/ ill

/5r)way/ mooing of cows

In this respect, the semivowels function more like vowels.
However, the fact that occasionally a weak semivowel may occur word
finally following a C^ATRl vowel seems to confirm the decision to
regard semivowels primarily as consonants, because they are
independent of the vowel system in this position.

/okyimAy/ to wrestle

To summarise, while the semivowels function primarily as

consonants, in some positions they are conditioned by the [ATR] value
of the vowel which follows. In all positions the strong semivowel is

conditioned, in that it only occurs with [+ATR1 vowels. The weak
semivowel is conditioned only when it follows a consonant; in other
positions it is independent of the vowel system, occurring wi th both

[ATR] and [-ATR] vowels,

2.3.4. Palatal Nasal Perception

It had been thought that there was contrast between a weak and a

strong /p/, i.e. between /p/ and /p:/. If indeed there are two

phones, [pi and [ps], they are entirely conditioned by the vowels,
Iptl occurring with [+ATR] vowels and [p] occurring wi th [-ATR]

vowels. However, on investigation, there seems to be no phonetic
difference between the phones occurring in each situation. This may
be a case of native speaker perception of neutral consonants which
will be discussed in the comments on the Torit Conferences (section
3.3.3). If so, it is further complicated in this case by the apparent
conditioning by the vowels, an interaction of at least two

phonological processes.

2.3.5. Summary Charts of Strong and Weak Phonemes

The sets of strong, weak, and neutral consonants are summarised
in Chart 4 and the strong and weak vowels in Chart 5. Neutral
consonants seem to be more closely related to the strong consonants
than the weak consonants; native speakers often wish to write a

double letter for them on analogy to the orthographic convention of

double letters for the strong consonants.
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Consonants

Strong Consonants Utak consonants Neutral consonants

t k « h p c '^

d 4 big
i s

r r

w I 1 : y

:

w 1 y

s

n: n m p r)

CHART 4. Consonants

Strong vowels Ueak vowels

i u V u

e 8 3

A

CHART 5. Vowels

2.4. Stress and Tone

Stress in Otuho is ^ery indistincti and many words do not have a

stressed syllable. A strong consonant often gives greater stress to

the syllable in which it occurs. A neutral consonant may be strongly

articulated when the word in which it occurs is being emphasised,

producing the same phonetic result as a strong consonant, i.e. a

stressed syl lable.

Muratori gives an example oi what he claims to be a stress

contrast, but on further investigation it would seem that tone is the

most significant feature in the contrast and that stress is not

phonemic

.

'oio said = /6iy:d/

o'^o with = /ojy:o/

Tone, on the other hand, is phonemic, and has both lexical and

grammatical functions. A full investigation and analysis has not yet

been completed, but some examples are given below of tone contrasts

in i dent leal or anal ogous env ironments.

There are three or four level tones, and several glides which

may J^e either rising or falling. Here the^level tones marked are high
'

, mid "
, and low \ High falling "^ and mid falling "" are also
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/of I r/

/of ir/

/At^xf/
/^tlx^/

/ / \

/Dr|34D/

/hulo/
/hulo/

/Atu nv/
/Atu nv/

/opmQ/
/opimu/

/ / / s
/axDfUD ni/

y / \ -^
.

/Axomon 1/

hair
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In the above representation, n is any number 0"'4. (V) and U can be

short or long, and a word -final U can be short or long with or

without a following glottal stop. Examples:

2 syllables /ih^n/

syl lables
syl lables
syl lables
syl lables

syl lables

/ahana/
/ahDhDXD/
/hdI DnSle?/
/A0uluhusy :en/

/ \ \ \ / \

/e^oborjoxoyok/

homestead

today

ch icken

yesterday
a group of squirrels

a spec ies oi snake
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